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Interest groups are commonly portrayed by egalitarians of the left and right alike as obstacles to the achievement of democracy. Their defense of so-called special interests are often taken as reason enough to discredit them as self-serving opportunists who win for their constituents benefits unfairly denied to others. This distrust of interest groups is given a certain theoretical legitimacy both in reaction against pluralists' realpolitik and in appreciation of critical theorists' communicatory alternatives. Yet interest groups collectively constitute a significant component of the political decision making process. Some are as self-serving as the stereotype requires, others are more altruistic. But all are issue-oriented, and taken together they neutralize the political power of the unassociated individual.

To minimize such disempowerment of the individual, many egalitarians look to the state to limit the dominance of the powerful by establishing and protecting individual rights. The record of real states in this regard is not, however, encouraging. For without organized advocacy individuals often find supposedly individual-protecting measures being interpreted to the advantage of the powerful whom they are intended to curb. Accordingly defend an alternative approach less dependent on compliance, more sensitive to the realities of power, and based on a richly representative group-based model of democracy.

To articulate every aspect of such a model would be a task of major proportions, involving careful attention to questions of methodology as well as to levels of abstraction, perspective, and ideology. Ultimately it is the assumptions of egalitarianism that are at issue; but as an entrée to the larger project one might reexamine systematically why the once respected "separate but equal" doctrine came
to be rejected as a no longer adequate recognition of the compensatory rights of an emerging interest group. This I propose to do by (a) defending the practical need for emerging interest groups in an inclusive democracy, (b) sketching the theoretical support for such groups in the literature, and (c) relating these considerations to the political status of women considered as an emerging interest group.

A. The Practical Need for Emerging Interest Groups

The Achilles heel of monadic egalitarianism is its inability to offer an itinerary for travel from the real world of disparately empowered groups to the preferred polity where each and every abstract individual stands on a level playing field. This itinerary might be provided, however, by a proliferation of interest groups. But one dare not recommend this route without taking into account the undeniable hazards along the way.

Some interest groups, such as business corporations, political parties, and the military, are well entrenched in the legitimation lore of democratic societies. Somewhat less protected are charitable foundations and labor unions. Unions in particular used to be the libertarian’s favorite example of egalitarian democracy gone awry; but in recent years their role as principal target has been reassigned to protected minorities.2 “Separate but equal” having given way to affirmative action, libertarians now seek to discredit the latter in the name of a doctrinally pure egalitarianism that purports to tolerate no structural favoritism towards any group. This egalitarianism is, however, selective: rights routinely accorded to established groups are commonly deemed inappropriate for newly emerging groups. The history of the Communist Party in the United States is a case in point. So, too, was the Sierra Club’s failure to achieve legal entitlement to represent the interests of the environment anywhere in the United States: personally affected individuals have legal standing to challenge environmentally harmful proposals, according to the U.S. Supreme Court; but the group does not.3 But how can isolated individuals be politically effective in a corporation-dominated society without benefit of advocacy groups that can speak and act in their collective interest? In practice, I contend, they cannot; and that, precisely, is why interest groups are needed.

An interest group, for the record, is not an arbitrary classification, though it is a social construct, namely, the constituency of an operative political organization.

This operative political organization is associated with a classification; but it is the political use of that classification that makes it an interest group. An interest group may be constituted materially by some natural trait, such as age (or nonage), race, sex, or reproductive capabilities, or by some circumstantial need that members of the group share, as, for example, by virtue of their being victims of the same crime or natural disaster. It is an interest group formally, however, only if an organization is formed to espouse the group’s interests in the public sphere. These interests are typically based on special needs, so their recognition in public policy may establish rights applicable only to the group and perhaps others similarly situated. Such rights, though selective, are intended to be remedial and compensatory, hence not inegalitarian; nor will they be considered inegalitarian by anyone who perceives their recognition to be in the public interest. This perception is, of course, not always shared uniformly within and across the social spectrum, by government and by the citizenry. To see this one need only compare people’s attitude towards such varied interest group constituencies as children, dairy farmers, savings and loan officers, veterans of foreign wars, pregnant women, black lung sufferers, the developmentally disabled, and convicted felons. But as the United Nations Organization has come to recognize, the quality of policy decisions is inevitably improved if responsible issue-focused advocacy groups participate in the policy making process.4

In political theory, then, interest groups are identified with constituencies that are represented by operative political organizations. What is less often appreciated, however, is that an interest group may operate only inchoatively or imperfectly. Interest groups tend to be treated in theoretical writings, including those of the pluralists, as if a definitive list of those that really matter has already been drawn up. But, as the cataclysmic political changes of our times make manifest, this backward-looking bias favors those in power over the heretofore powerless. Rather than digress into the complex drama of ongoing Eurasian realignments, I offer a simple example: the new Da Party recently organized in Israel to represent politically the interests of immigrants from the former Soviet Union. Some in Israel, including some recent immigrants, oppose the formation of this interest group as too divisive; and this may in fact be the case. But to argue in theory (practical politics aside) that this group is based on an irrelevant classification would give the groups currently sharing power a pseudo-intellectual control over
the list of social realities that merit special consideration. To assert, as Edmund Burke once did regarding his ability to represent Bristol, that perceptions of special need require no special representation is to transform the abstract individual favored by many egalitarian theorists into an impoverishing substitute for the rich egalitarianism of dynamic, as opposed to static, representative democracy. For in practice the special rights of established groups tend to be taken for granted and those of newly forming groups are deprecated. This presumptuous rejection of political diversity is no more egalitarian than is the assertion that children have a status duty to remain silent. Egalitarianism, to the contrary, should be contextual rather than abstract; and, as is the norm for an adequate theory of scientific knowledge, it should remain open to change, that is, be dynamic. But if egalitarianism is to be understood dynamically rather than statically, we must find theoretical space for the compensatory rights of emergent interest groups.

Toward this end, it is important not to associate a classification with an interest group unless it is made the basis for organized pursuit of the interests of persons so classified. In other words, the number of interest groups in a society is determined not taxonomically but politically. Not philosopher kings but similarly situated individuals decide the existence of an interest group. So if preventing such organizations from emerging is on the egalitarian agenda, as one critic of this dynamic view contends, then the Cold War was an inexplicable waste of human resources. For if the Soviet system stood for anything, it was that the cultural diversity now achieving nation-state status deserves no special recognition. Outsiders, however, have no legitimate basis for objecting in principle to insiders forming an interest group; the latter must decide whether or not their interests are already adequately represented. How well they then achieve their objectives in the political arena depends, however, on the outcome of collective deliberations that address their claims along with those of others. Thus, for example, the Inuit and other indigenous peoples in Canada have been insisting that they need special rights; and other Canadians—to the chagrin of monadic liberals such as former premier Pierre Trudeau—are beginning to agree.5

From this perspective, then, monadic liberalism is a "rational" bias only abstractly, because it systematically disregards the politics of classification. At issue here is who does the classifying and for what goals or purposes. To decree that some politically defended classification is not politically relevant is to limit the interests that will be effectively represented in a society. Inversely, in view of the power of interests already represented in the political process, the organizing of yet another interest does not tip the balance against others unless those already favored have an indisputable claim to all their advantages for all time to come. Insofar as they do not, an emergent group may be needed to seek acknowledgment of a remedial right, a right which will cease to exist as such when the class in question no longer includes disadvantaged members. So it is, mutatis mutandis, with the unemployed, returning veterans, an insolvent company that employs many people and provides a needed product or service, a neglected indigenous tribe, retirees, people with renal failure, homosexuals. In the interest of what some call vertical equity, unequally situated people should be treated in appropriately unequal ways.6 Statutes often do this (especially those actually called "special legislation"), and authorized adjudicators decide who fits within the statutory defined classification.

As is suggested by this common practice of selectively accommodating special situations for the sake of vertical equity, it would be inversely preferential to oppose "preferential treatment" solely on the grounds that it singles out an emerging group for special consideration. Such opposition, accordingly, does not merit a hearing if it assumes without argument that any selective preference is an instance of collusive public choice rather than principled attention to the public good.7 Nor is morality necessarily undermined if one and the same individual happens to be identified with more than one special interest. This might conceivably create a so-called conflict of interest for a given individual; but it might just as well provide that individual with complementary benefits, deriving, for example, from his or her family lineage, religious affiliation, pension plan, and investment portfolio. Each of us does obtain some benefits individually as a preference maximizer, say by purchasing a ticket to a concert, and others, such as employer-provided health care or familial access to a country club, without even consenting.

There are, in short, good egalitarian reasons for endorsing the political role of emerging interest groups as providing at least an interim itinerary to a more equitably participatory democracy. These practical considerations are, however, not merely concessions to realpolitik. For, without undermining egalitarian principles one can defend interest groups theoretically, as others committed to egalitarianism have done at least implicitly.
B. Theoretical Support for Emerging Interest Groups

Some social and political philosophers, echoing Rousseau, believe that mediating institutions create more problems than they solve. For, though two or more groups may cooperate for some purposes, they are just as likely to have incompatible interests. In an extreme case this could lead to armed insurrection, which is not easily shown to be unjustifiable a priori; and even within the bounds of orderly governance theorists have found good reasons for accommodating civil disobedience. Without attending to these well-known limit-testing considerations, some liberal philosophers propose maintaining the old public/private dichotomy as a framework for establishing public policy in a pluralist society.

A favored approach along these lines is to build "procedural neutrality" into a bulwark against legislating sectarian preferences. We are assured that procedural neutrality is fair on the basis of the most profound philosophical analyses of justice, in particular, that of John Rawls. There are, however, different accounts of how this fairness is to be achieved. A so-called truth-based approach would allow into public debate and policy-making only those claims that are subject to scientifically acceptable means of verification, thus excluding claims based on the mere beliefs of their proponents. A slightly less rigorous exclusionary principle would allow into public debate any beliefs about which there is consensus. And the most accommodating gatekeeper of all would exclude only those belief-based claims the content of which includes assertions about what constitutes the good life.

Each of these versions of procedural neutrality is intended to limit the range of private activities that may be subject to public coercion, and as such they are commendable. But their appeals to epistemological criteria to limit the scope of public debate are less so. Each involves a foundationalist stance, ranging from a counterfactual concept of scientific truth to a failure to distinguish between overt and tacit value judgments. But far more troublesome is their assumption that epistemological considerations might sanitize decisions about controlling people's lives. For, as such well meaning epistemological constraints are actually applied in a political context, they limit public debate to supportive variations on the beliefs of those in power. In short, however well intended in its design, procedural neutrality so understood risks being transformed into a political caricature of itself according to which might would determine which views are even candidates for rightness in the public arena.

In contrast to this group-constraining appeal to procedural fairness, other political thinkers, including pluralists, guild socialists, and anarchists, have openly encouraged mediating institutions. In the nineteenth century a number of writers sought to safeguard such institutions, but for questionable reasons. Reacting against working class demands for participatory democracy, liberals such as John Stuart Mill in England and conservatives such as Tocqueville in France favored continuation of elitist forums through mediatory institutions. In this century in the United States, John Dewey supported institutions that could influence without becoming subordinated to the political process; John Kenneth Galbraith defended labor unions as a "countervailing power" to the increasingly dominant corporations; and some conservative critics of governmental interference have favored "mediating structures" as a desirable alternative.

Social contract theorists are divided over the status of groups in a just polity. For Hobbes, at least as interpreted by such intellectual progeny as Robert Nozick and David Gauthier, the human world should be viewed as made up of individuals who, however, are advised to enter into rational agreements with one another. Both Locke and Filmer, despite their differences, took the family as a basic given in society. Rousseau preferred that the general will be determined on the basis of unmediated individual input; but he accepted a multi-group polity as a fall-back position. John Rawls, though a patron of procedural fairness, recommends that individuals form associations which will collectively constitute a just "social union of social unions" (and even invites reinterpretting his theory of justice as involving an agreement among nation-states). Thus would interest groups minimize the need for a centralized state, reducing its role to distributor of social goods generated by social unions. Taken together these various contractual theories, directed primarily to questions of legitimation, are of limited use as political strategies; but their usefulness improves if supplemented with the insights of communicatory ethics.

Hannah Arendt, for example, insisted that political power should only be based on "an opinion upon which many publicly are in agreement.""Persuaded, however, that populism is not in the public interest if the people are ill prepared, she accepted a representational system as a reasonable alternative provided it involves
only individuals who are able to think, as Kant required, beyond their own interests.\textsuperscript{11}

Jürgen Habermas, emulating Arendt’s stress on political communication, would correct her elitism through mediatory entities. To this end he advocates a “political public sphere,” by which he means a set of institutions through which citizens can participate in the formulation and implementation of public policy. Such institutions, he argues, did serve the elite during the early, or liberal, phase of capitalism. But the chief mediating institutions of our time, he notes, are “enterprises, institutions, corporations, and semiofficial agencies” that exercise essentially governmental functions without accountability to the people. In the place of critical debate there is government by specialists and the “manipulative publicity” of the mass media.\textsuperscript{12}

But all is not lost, Habermas insists. Private interest groups do preserve something of the democratic role once played by informal publics, in that each seeks through publicity to have its special interest recognized as a general interest. Collectively they constitute an “intraorganizational public sphere.” As such they should be monitored in “the public sphere of the entire public” because they transform societal power into political power.\textsuperscript{13} If this is done systematically and routinely, Habermas believes, mediatory institutions may represent not the death but the rebirth of democratic process.

Iris Marion Young would amend Habermas’s mediative model to include an affirmative action program for oppressed groups. To this end she argues for a “heterogeneous public,” through which certain otherwise powerless social groups would be publicly recognized, funded, and included in deliberations regarding matters that affect the lives of their members. A truly social group, says Young, is based on shared practices or a way of life rather than on the contractual affiliation of a belief-based “ideological” group or a project-oriented interest group. The distinctions are not clear cut, and groups of different types might overlap or even succeed one another. What is crucial for Young, however, is that the public sector should assist only groups whose constituents are the oppressed, the others, presumably, being able to tend to their interests without assistance.\textsuperscript{14}

Unlike the pluralist model of arbitrated competitors, these theoretical proposals are intentionally normative and implicitly reformist. For that reason they lack the empirical endorsement of the status quo. In its place they suggest moving toward a more inclusive egalitarianism that is attentive to the public interest. The specific details of this itinerary cannot be shown with a yellow marker. But, given the well known difficulties associated with operationalizing the public interest, some problems sure to be encountered along the way can be identified.\textsuperscript{15}

No particular group, however singularly powerful, is likely to remain totally dominant over other groups; but the hegemony of a special interest group is always a possibility, especially when it has access to means of coercion.\textsuperscript{16} Such undemocratic possibilities do not negate, however, but intensify the need for interest groups. For without such groups the socially isolated individual (however endowed with “rights” in principle or even in law) has little protection against intrusive others in positions of dominance.

Inversely, imbalance of power among interest groups would at least be ameliorated if all groups could be effectively regulated by the appropriate level of government. Even without fair regulatory constraints in place, however, a group whose ongoing activity involves dealing with government and with other groups will be somewhat constrained by the preferences of others similarly represented. Beyond this level of constraint lies the monitoring process recommended by Habermas. Even if such monitoring is not effectively in place, why should people not have a right to fuller participation in ongoing decision making processes by establishing an interest group to represent their special concerns more effectively?

Anyone with democratic convictions who recognizes the political impotence of the unorganized should concede that point. But, realistically, members of an organized group may have a disproportionate advantage over those whose interests are not adequately represented. And the more effectively interest groups influence public policy, the more completely are the interests of unaffiliated individuals disregarded by default. This flaw in representational democracy is often due to the unequal distribution of resources; but otherwise unrepresented individuals can diminish this inequity by pooling their limited resources or, as Young recommends, qualifying for public funds in order to organize.

Finally, if the political communication of groups is to be carried on in the public interest, structural and procedural context is needed; and each context will necessitate strategic and tactical considerations on the part of different groups. For example, should an interest group be functional or localized? Confinement to a particular geographical locale would seem essential if people are to control the
resources they need for their mutual well-being without subscribing either to laissez-faire “private” property or to state-managed “public” ownership. The functional group can make a special contribution even to the solution of a local problem by virtue of its familiarity with similar problems in other locales.

In short, a case can be made for the claim that interest groups are in principle in the public interest, even if not all such groups have, at a given time, the same level of political power. This case, as I have presented it, rests heavily on the assumptions that egalitarianism is a goal requiring an itinerary and that accommodating diversity marks its way. So far, however, I have systematically disregarded factors that would distinguish the interests of one group from those of another. To explore the significance of such differences, I will now consider gender as a differentiating characteristic.

C. The Rights of Women as an Emerging Interest Group

The present reality in every Western democracy is that women and men, understood as distinguishable groups, increasingly share public responsibilities but have unequal access to positions of power. Yet attempts to justify special rights for women are disparaged as an unprincipled disregard of the egalitarian project. This rejection of women’s claims to special rights would be incontrovertible if tested only against an acontextual model of abstract equality. But in a world in which men and women together are at best on the way to achieving such equality, a political commitment to unqualified egalitarianism at this time in history risks perpetuating obsolete cultural arrangements that now need to be transcended in the public interest. For, acontextual egalitarianism is inequitable in practice if it disregards the historicity of the public interest by hindering a group of responsible individuals with special needs from fully participating in public life. A number of such groups come to mind; but none has been more universally hindered than women, even in Western democracies. Since it is now manifestly in the public interest to remove these hindrances in the wake of irreversible socioeconomic transformations, purportedly egalitarian opposition to compensatory rights for women relies counterfactually on the adequacy of a “separate but equal” model of male/female responsibilities. For the sake of a more inclusive egalitarianism women as an emerging interest group have not only had to make this case in the public forum but even assume the burden of proof.

According to the traditional model, men are active both in public and in private, and women, confined to the private realm, rely on men, individually and collectively, to function as their interest group. This model, which, as Ross Poole has noted, “is one of exclusion, subordination and opposition,” has been widely accepted in bourgeois societies. But, in Poole’s words, “[O]nly when the public sphere has become equally available to all, and what is private has become merely a component - though an important one - of everyone’s social life, will participants in both realms be in a position to relate to each other from a standpoint of equality.” Though increasingly challenged by market demands for women workers, however, women as a group remain subordinate in both home and workplace and comparatively powerless in the political arena. The preservation of traditional public/private role assignments is a contributing factor.

Applied to the home, the public/private distinction has been used to legitimate not only economic deprivation but physical and sexual abuse. In such a context, “home” resembles imprisonment and privacy is suspect. Accordingly, concerned sociologists recommend treating the public/private distinction as “an object of analysis not a conceptual tool.” As applied to the workplace, the distinction helps rationalize social and economic inequities experienced by women who do work outside the home, especially in jobs involving so-called women’s work. It may also rationalize “public sector” pay inequities on the grounds that these are no worse than in the “private sector,” hence cultural rather than intentional so not legally discriminatory. During the Communist era in eastern Europe and the Soviet Union the public/private distinction was rejected as a bourgeois invention, and many women held responsible professional positions. But their wages were seldom comparable to those of men, and they remained responsible for most domestic duties. Now, as unemployment rises, they are being pressured to give up their jobs and restrict themselves to a domestic role— a layoff which, compared to the double duty they have had to endure, they perceive as a return to normalcy. Because the “equal employment opportunity” that was imposed on them seldom resulted in restructuring at home, their readiness to abandon professional responsibilities is understandable, at least in the short run.

This aspect of the great social experiment helps explain after the fact why
Western feminists used to accept a predominantly domestic role for women: they simply had no basis in social arrangements as they knew them to challenge the double-duty standard. The overarching issue here, however, is that the public/private dichotomy, whether endorsed or rejected as a matter of public policy, rationalizes manifest gender bias on principles no more profound than past practice. Past practice, however, has little in common with the kinds of social roles men and women must undertake under present and foreseeable circumstances. So, not surprisingly, women are being counseled to reconceptualize their own situations outside of the public/private straitjacket. Some traditionalists would decry such liberatory advice as a threat to women’s time-honored base of security and status in the family. This concern merits respect; but it is politically naive in its assumption that ‘family’ translates so easily into security and status. By-passing divorce statistics, I might more fruitfully call attention to the common practice of exploiting the public/private distinction to further the aims of those who dominate the public.

This practice, which social anthropologists call incorporation, might more precisely be called symbolic incorporation: the symbolic transfer of a structurally unchanged private sphere (especially that of a man’s wife and family) into a male-dominated public sphere. Incorporation thus understood is a largely symbolic publicizing of the private, for example, by displaying a politician’s family to the voters, using a diplomat’s wife for state purposes, making a policeman’s wife a model of respect for law and order, glorifying an academician’s wife as a dedicated cleric in the service of his latest opus.

Such symbolic incorporation is arguably being undermined by the changing role of women in politics in the last quarter century. This change does not mean, however, that those accustomed to power are now prepared to treat incorporation of the private sphere uniformly. Women are holding ever more public offices; but as they reach for high elective office, the gender role reversal this sometimes implies and publicly displays may generate down-and-dirty retaliation. In the United States, married women candidates have had to face the charge that they owe their prominence to their husbands. In Britain, however, a woman served as prime minister for over a decade with little public attention being given to her husband, perhaps because the British have become accustomed to having a durable queen whose prince consort is in a subordinate role. But the social subordination of a prince consort to his regal spouse in no way implies that men as a group are socially subordinated; for there is magic at work in these matters: the ruling elite favor retaining a royal family to assure the essentially disenfranchised masses that in good times and bad they remain on close friendly terms with the very embodiment of the state. Less magical arrangements are possible, of course, in societies in which sexual equality is not even contemplated. In pre-civil war Lebanon, for example, a minimalist state merely allocated public funds to seventeen different male-dominated sectarian institutions. Such partitioning of power among male-dominated groups is, in turn, a microcosm of interest-group politics in male-dominated societies.

If by contrast we think of society as including at least two groups, namely, politically well represented men and comparatively unrepresented women, we are likely to be dissatisfied with the procedural neutrality approach discussed above. For example, so long as public policy and the making of it reflect primarily the interests of men, women have cause to wonder if a governmentally interpreted right to privacy, however defended, affords them any systematic assurance of being adequately protected against discriminatory public policy. Tactically, this is no reason for them to disavow what protections the privacy doctrine does provide; but at the same time it is an incentive to develop a more reliable basis for defending women’s interests in a social system still “tilted” towards the perceived interests of men. In constitutional terms, this alternative basis might be based on the First Amendment’s protection of freedom of assembly. As a project for political theory, it involves justifying the incorporation of women as a social group into the political system not just symbolically or procedurally but structurally. Feminists in particular defend structural incorporation, but with different emphases. Taking their proposals in the aggregate and generalizing, one might characterize structural incorporation as an interpretation of egalitarianism that requires procedural fairness to be (1) more inclusive of diverse interests and (2) more sensitive to the special needs they represent. Proposals focused on the former may be called process-oriented, those on the latter, program-oriented. Recognition of either might if viewed acontextually seem asymmetrical but if inherently remedial or compensatory is in the public interest and contextually egalitarian.

Process-oriented approaches to structural incorporation stress increasing the participation of women in government. Some of these approaches are factually contestable, however, because they either disregard seemingly relevant gender differences or else falsely generalize women’s superior qualifications. A gender-
neutral approach along these lines argues for an androgynous mode of governance that transcends both sexual and public/private distinctions. A gender-favoring approach invokes certain female-specific traits as more suitable for public responsibility than male-specific traits. The more promising gender-conscious proposals call for some reinterpretation of the notion of equality. One such approach to procedural reform is to require sexually equal participation in a nonsexist polity: women would be entitled to hold fifty percent of all elective, appointive and bureaucratic offices. Although politically unrealistic, especially at a time when "reverse discrimination" is in such disfavor, this proposal is otherwise on target in that it addresses the underlying problem that "the very notion of the private is socially constructed and politically protected."  

Program-oriented approaches tend to bracket the decision-making process while calling for egalitarian social norms that better accommodate gender differences as they work themselves out in people’s lives. So-called symmetrical approaches tend to respect abstract egalitarianism to the point of ignoring or even denying differences that matter very much, especially with regard to compensatory rights. The problem of justifying pregnancy leave for working women is a case in point. If program equality is the preeminent policy goal, on what grounds can women be given time away from a job, without penalty, to bear and nurture children? One abstractly egalitarian answer (endorsed by the U.S. government) is to say that time off for birth is sick leave; another (favored in some European countries), that men and women alike are entitled to parental leave—in either formulation, not preferential to women.

The foregoing approaches to structural incorporation tend to assume that only symmetrical equality is defensibly egalitarian. So they tend to bracket gender differences and stress benefit equivalence. Some feminists argue, however, that certain gender differences are valuable to society as a whole so taking them into account in public policy would not undermine equality. For them, in other words, equality can be asymmetrical. This approach is quite compatible with a dynamic egalitarianism that can respond to changed circumstances by establishing compensatory rights to accommodate special needs. But the supposed asymmetry should be attributed to acontextual perceptions which disregard remedial or compensatory considerations that show an apparent favoritism to be on reflection in the public interest.

Program-oriented approaches that call for asymmetrical equality can be illustrated by considering the question of breast feeding in public, since this is an activity that women with public responsibilities may need to engage in. Otherwise disparate feminist approaches agree that facilities open to the public must accommodate lactating women graciously, not grudgingly, but differ as to the justification for this position. The empowerment approach implicitly addresses the decision-making process by saying that men should not be allowed to suppress a woman’s exercise of this natural function. A call for social acceptance is result equivalent but would achieve this through legal definition of equality rather than through political activism. A more explicitly public interest approach argues that a nursing mother is entitled to special consideration because breast-feeding benefits society as a whole.

These various program-oriented justifications are obviously not purely theoretical but suggest different, though complementary, strategies for social change. As such they point to a structural sine qua non in modern democratic processes: the interest group. And beyond the comparatively non-controversial breast-feeding example lie many other programs that are in varying degrees circumstantially mandated but not clearly in the egalitarian portfolio: economic validation of home making; pregnancy leave without loss of income; reliable day care; protection against sexual assault and harassment in any setting; curtailment of gender-demeaning pornography; reform of gender-biased law-enforcement agencies. Rational justifications of such programs can and should be provided. Their worthiness of public attention depends, however, not on foundationalist "neutrality" but, as with other assertions of special need, on the wisdom of standpoint.

The practical relevance of standpoint theory (which tends to be characterized as essentially epistemological) must, however, be qualified by the recognition that any political advance made in behalf of an interest group’s constituents may not meet with the approval of everyone who qualifies as a member of that constituency. As scholars working in this area readily acknowledge, no standpoint is privileged to the exclusion of all others except an ideal totality of all possible standpoints. Short of this, however, some may see what remains unseen or is even vociferously denied by others even within the same group. Take, for example, a Hassidic woman who dissociates herself from the objectives of women’s liberation as she
understands them. She too has a right to vote and a right not to be raped because as a woman she is included in the interest group on whose behalf suffragists and tort law reformers have engaged in political discourse. Whether she sees reason to exercise these rights has no bearing on their value to the constituency of which she is a member.

Extrapolating from this consideration of women's interests, any newly emerging interest group challenges accepted understandings of the public-private dichotomy and the purportedly neutral identification of equality with uniformity. If given a fair hearing, this call for change may result in a more equitable society. So on the social level, evolution should be emergent, at least so long as it is possible to identify and advocate the special interests of an as yet inadequately acknowledged constituency. This constituency may indeed have a cluster of interrelated interests, some of which may overlap those of other groups and justify collaboration with them. The group's emergence may also be the occasion for others with conflicting beliefs to form a group. The resulting confrontations, however historically painful, are perhaps the only way for a passive citizenry to move emotionally and politically to common ground. So the rationalism of procedural neutrality is a poor drawing room substitute for the political advocacy of, say, a Society for Working Women, a League for Harried Homemakers, a Council for Compromised Children, and an Association for Male Role Clarification, each advocating its interests no less enthusiastically than are those of veterans of foreign wars, gun collectors, and producers of yellow ribbons. Such interest group interaction might undermine the traditional public/private model; but it too could be defended by a Society for Foundationalist Paradigms.

In conclusion, the right of any interest group to defend a constituency in an organized way before a democratic public forum depends not on whether the group's beliefs can pass someone's epistemological muster but on the group's commitment to having attention to its constituents' interests recognized as being in the public interest. This recognition may upon review be granted in the form of a remedial or compensatory right which merely because it involves change may appear to those less sensitive to context as inappropriately asymmetrical. If endorsed as being in the public interest, however, it is in reality a sign that the egalitarian project is not a static encomium to the past but a dynamic promise of a more inclusive future.
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